
Adapting Your Job Search To 
The Current Market



There will be fewer jobs in the market and so it is more important than ever to
read beyond the job title.

Job titles can always be misleading, but at the moment take the time to read
the detail behind the job. What one organisation calls one job title, another
will call something else.

Do not miss out because you think a title sounds too junior, or too senior when
actually the duties fit your profile.

Read beyond the job title



Don’t be put off by ‘wish lists’

Organisations will start out with long lists of experiences and attributes that they
want. Remember these are ‘wish lists’ and some aspects will be more essential
than others.

Clearly do not apply if you have none of the desirables, but if you have 60-70%
then take a chance. The worst that can happen is that you don’t secure an
interview.



Consider what industries could be hot

Many industries are suffering at the moment, but there are still some that are not. In
fact some businesses are more busy now than ever.

Think about where you could pro-actively be focusing your search.

Consider public sector even if you have never worked in it before. The public sector
are still hiring and may offer a safer haven at the current time.

Other sectors to think about are Pharma, Logistics, Medical, Shipping and FMCG.
Certain businesses are actually growing at the moment due to changing demand-
try and focus on these.



Interim roles

Do not think interim roles will ruin your CV.

The reality is it is better to be working and employers will realise this when we come
out the other side.

Interim roles could give you additional skills you haven’t had and the reality of the
current situation is that even if they don’t it keeps money coming in.



Network
Network with your old colleagues etc.

Remind people that although we are in unusual circumstances you are in the
market for work and have skills to offer.

The reality is that a personal recommendation from someone in your network will go
a long way and if it is someone you have worked with in the past, it could even lead
to you being able to start working for them remotely.



You may need to be more flexible

We hope that the job market will return to normal quite quickly, but the reality is that
nobody can predict exactly what is around the corner.

You may need to be more flexible in your search than normal.

It may make sense for you to look at roles with a slightly longer commute or paying
a little less than you ideally wanted. With no sight of when the market will get back to
where it was this could be a good choice.



Prepare for interviews like never before!
If you get an interview, prepare like you have never prepared before!

Interviews will be harder to come by than before, so make sure you know everything
you should.

Research the business, look up the interviewer on LinkedIn, know your CV inside out
and have the job spec in front of you.

If the interview is by video, make sure you are comfortable with your seating position,
dress smartly, ensure that you are in the middle of the shot, are not too close, that
your surroundings are tidy and there is nothing behind you would not want them to
see.

Prepare with friends or family in different houses so that you are confident you can
hear and be heard and used to the way it works.



Please feel free to reach out to us. We’re always happy to answer any questions and 
check over your CV.

Contact our Managing Director:

Email: chris.goulding@wademacdonald.com
Mobile: 07825 758710

Our website: www.wademacdonald.com
Our LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/wade-macdonald

If you need further support

mailto:chris.goulding@wademacdonald.com
http://www.wademacdonald.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/wade-macdonald
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